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The electronic properties of the ordered LiA1 crystal are studied within the self-consistent (non-muff-tin)
numerical-basis-set
approach to the local-density formalism. The material appears to be electronically a
semimetal with an electron pocket near X {along 5} and a hole pocket at I . The band structure and density
of states have characteristics similar to that of the tetrahedrally bonded IV-IV semiconductors (LiA1 has a
T„site symmetry); however, the indirect I »-X& band gap (which decreases progressively as one goes along
the diamond, Si, Ge, and a-Sn series) becomes negative in LiAL A study of charge redistribution efFects
indicates that while the Li-Al bond is an ionically polarized covalent bond, the Al-Al bonds are metalliclike
and the Li-Li bonds are essentially nonbonding. %ave-function population analysis indicates that the bottom
of the occupied valence band is of predominantly Li 2s character (hybridized with Al 3s), while at higher
energies the Li 2s character is reduced in favor of' the Li and Al p character, which are dominant around the
Fermi energy. The main intrasitewharge-redistribution
effects involve pronounced Li 2s to Li 2p promotion
(with a smaller s-p promotion on the Al site) while the intersite {ionic) redistribution efFects are found to be
small. The observed trends in the measured Knight shifts (relative to the pure constituent metals) as well as
the small paramagnetism and its dependence on the Li concentration are discussed in terms of these bonding
efFects. The abrupt changes in the difFerential electrical resistivity at -100'K is tentatively assigned to a
structural. instability induced by electron-hole interaction efFects.

I.

INTRODUCTION

We report in this paper a theoretical study on
the electronic structure of solid LiAl, the phototype of the 832 structure (Zintl-phase)' intermetallic compounds. Recent interest in developing batteries capable of high-energy density, has led to
the use of LiAl as anodic material due to its stability and relative high electrochemical activity.
The material crystallizes' in a body- centered-cubic lattice made up of two interpenetrating diamond
sublattices of Li and Al (Fig. 1). Each atom has a
tetrahedral T, site symmetry and four nearest
neighboxs of each type, leading to a situation where
all Li-Li and Al-Al bond distances (which are equal
to the Li-Al distance) are some 10/q and 4% shorter
than in the pure Li and A1. metals, respectively.

'

Nuclear-magnetic-resonance

(NMR) measure-

ments of the 'Li dipolar temperature line width
'
narrowing as well as AP' quadrupolar effects'
have indicated over a wide temperature range the
presence of a substantial amount of Li vacancies
even in stoichiometric samples. The temperature
dependence of the dipole and quadrupole contributions to the linewidths and spin-lattice relaxation
rates suggests a very low activation energy of
0.13-0.15 eV for the sources of the fluctuating
dipolar fields and the electric field gradients in
the system [compared with 0.52 eV in pure Li
(Ref. 5) and 1.45 eV for the Li in Al (Ref. 7)].
This suggests that the vacancies do not have to
form thermally but that only their migration energy

is thermally induced. Such permanent vacancy
concentration seems to occur in other defect lattices such as NiAl.
Resistivity measurements"
on LiAl indicate weak metallic conductivity with an
abrupt increase in resistivity and change in the
slope with temperature for Li-deficient (i.e. , higher vacancy content) samples. Similarly, susceptibility measurements"'2 have indicated a very low
paramagnetic contribution with a sharp decrease
towards diamagnetism for Li-rich samples.
Knight-shift measurements' have shown a drastic
decrease in both Li and Al shifts relative to the
pure metals while NMR studies on the T, spin-lattice relaxation time~" have indicated a vanishing
conduction-electron contribution, in contrast to
the situation in the pure metals.
We have performed a fully self-consistent band
study on the ideal LiAl structure within the localdensity formalism (LDF),
using our previously
developed numerical basis set (non-muffin-tin)
self-consistent band method.
An extended numerical basis set was used and no shape approxi-
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FIG. 1. Crystal structure
of the B32 Zintl phase.
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mation to the crystal potential was made. We find
the system to show a semimetallic band structure
with a hole pocket arount I; and an electron pocket
along 4. The band structure is qualitatively similar to that of the diamond-type IV-IV tetrahedrally
bonded semiconductors with a substantial reduction
in the main band gape (in particular the I'», -X, gap
which becomes negative). We use our resulting
band structure and density of states to suggest tentative models for the observed anomalies in the
transport properties as well as to predict the (yet
unknown) features of the optical and x-ray photoemission spectra. A detailed study of the variational crystal wave function and charge density is
carried out to gain some understanding of the bonding mechanisms in the system. We find that the
Li-Al bonds are weakly covalent with a stronger
polarization towards the Al sites, indicating a partial ionic character, while the Al-Al bonds are essentially metallic. The Li-Li contacts are found
to be nonbonding and hence intrinsic defects can
presumably form on this sublattice.
II. APPROACH TO SELF-CONSISTENCY
We wish to solve, for the LiAl system, the allelectron local-density one-particle equation"'"

given by

i --,'V'+ V(p(r))) (j(&(k, r) = e~(k)(l(z(k, r),

(1)

where (l(z(k, r) and e, (k) denote the crystal wave
function and the one-electron band eigenvalues,
respectively, for band index and Brillouin-zone
(BZ) wave vector R. The crystal potential is given

j

by13 15

V(p(r)) = V

„(p(r))+ V „(r)+V„,(p(r)),

where the electrostatic part is partitioned for convenience into short- and long-range Coulomb parts
V»~ and V»~, respectively. The former constitutes the potential due to the (inhomogeneous) electronic charge density p(r) and the bare nuclear
compensated by the net ionic charge
charges
lattice
site n in unit cell m:
at
Q

Z,

I

Za. m+ @a.m
while the electrostatic field due to a lattice of
yields the long-range Coulomb pocharges +Q
tential V»c(r), constructed using Ewald techThe local exchange and correlation poniques.

"

tential V„,(p(r)) is
(4)
V„,(p(r)) = V„(p(r)) + V, (P(r)),
where the exchange part V„ is given by the p(r)'t'
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term"

(with exchange coefficient of n =-', ) while the
nongradient correlation potential V, is given by
Equation (1) is to be solved selfSingwi et al.
consistently by iteratively constructing the potential from the all-electron variational crystal den-

"

sity
(5)
with no shape approximations (e.g. , muffin tin,
spherical cellular, etc. ) to the potential. Here
n&(k) denotes the Fermi occupation numbers and
the summation and integration are performed over
the occupied BZ(OBZ). We have previously developed a method' '6 capable of treating self-consistently such general crystal potentials within

numerical linear- combinanonlinearly-optimized
tion-of-atomic-orbitals (LCAO) basis sets. We
will hence indicate here only the details of the
method pertaining to this study and refer the reader
to the previous reports for more general details.
Our starting point is to provide a model for the
crystal charge density that would enable an efficient initiation of the crystal potential and selfconsistency (SC) calculation. We use the population-dependent

superposition

model in which one

first solves self-consistently the single-site LDF
equation [Eq. (1)] for the individual Li and Al
species [assuming a set of central field (n, l) or-

f

bital occupation numbers „, and net charges Q ],
and then superposes the resulting SC single-site
densities p (r, „„Q )) to yield the model density

P.

{f
(r, if„„Q )) = Q P, (r

& —&—,

if:„Q ))

(5)

Here the single-site orbital occupation numbers
form a quasicontinuous set (subject to the exclusion principle) that covers the ground as well as
excited (neutral or ionic) configurations of the Li
1s, 2s, 2P and Al is, 2s, 2P, 3s, 3P, 3d orbitals. Different choices of these occupation numbers in a
self-consistent single-site calculation can produce
substantial nonlinear variations in p, (r) due to the
changes in screening of the occupied levels (orbital relaxation) as well as due to fractional population of formerly virtual orbitals. These orbital
population numbers are subsequently used as variational parameters in the course of the SC iteration
for the c~ysfalline calculation, enabling thereby to
naturally account for a large part of the charge
redistribution in the solid relative to the ground
state of its constituent atoms. Note however, that
although nonspherical site components are present
in p, „,(r) (spherical muffin-tin averaging is avoided), it is sti11 plausible that the full site anisotropy
present in the variational density p„„(r) [Eq. (5)]
is not reproduced by a nonlinear optimized
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superposition model which involves only a limited
number of expansion centers (i.e., existing atoms).
We treat this part of the density, i.e. ,

later. The superposition density [Eg. (6}]is used
to calculate the various components of the crystal
potential [Eqs. (2)-(4}]directly in real space by
performing the relev'ant lattice summations to
within a cutoff distance of 2V a.u. (relative error

1.

108)
The crystal wave functions g, (k, r) are expanded
in standard form in terms of Bloch functions
r) constructed from the basis orbitals
of
orbital index p and atomic species a.
(r)
X„,
We chose as }t„„(r)the accurate SC numerical
solutions of the single-site LDF one-particle equation corresponding to the occupation numbers
(f„', Q~) discussed before. These solutions are not
constrained to be fitted to simple analytical forms
(e.g. , Gaussians or Slater orbitals) and possess the
appropriate nodal behavior and cusps. We chose
an extended basis set composed of Li 1s, 2s, 2P
and Al ls, 2s, 2p, Ss, Sp, and Sd orbitals.
The
main advantage of this type of basis set lies in the
considerable nonlinear variational flexibility offered by its generating algorithm (i.e. , by changing
the physically transparent parameters of the problem, the single-site orbital occupation numbers,
desired radial distortions are obtained} and by its
close correspondence to the crystal potential at
hand (e.g. , a choice of atomic Hartree-Fock rather
than LDF orbitals to be used with a local-density
crystal potential' produces larger deviations
&p(r} [Eg. (f}]from self-consistency unless very
sizeable basis sets are used). Our previous studies
boron nitride,
og diamond,
LiF, and Ti82,
using these basis sets have indicated a rapid convergence of the variational density and band eigenvalues with respect to the basis-set size (e.g. , a
numerical basis set consisting of 19 Bloch functions produced in LiF virtually the same results"
that were obtained with 54 Gaussian Bloch functions24). We find that the inclusion of Al M orbitals (lying in the atomic LDF model at about
2.7 eV above the Al 2p level) is essential to maintain reasonable accuracy in the band structure for
both the upper portion of the occupied bands and
the unoccupied bands. A non-self-consistent solution using a crystal potential generated from
ground-state atomic densities and including Al 3d
basis functions showed shifts of 0.29 and 0.31 eV
in the X, „and X4 „valence-band states, respectively, and shifts of -0.04, 0.49, and 0.79 eV for
the conduction states X,
I'»„, respectively, relative to a calculation with the same
potential but without the 3d orbitals. Addition of

of

4„(k,

"

"

" "

„X„„and

more basis functions (e.g. , Slater-type s, p functions for Li and Al) produced negligible changes
(~0.02 eV) in the band structure for energies lower than 10 eV above the Fermi energy e~ and was
consequently ignored. Figure 2 shows a few of the
Bloch functions 4„(0,r) for the LiA1 structure,
at the zone center. Note that the Li 2s and 2P
Bloch functions are long ranged and have substantial magnitudes at the Al site. Thus, it is clear
that there is no simple way of partitioning space
into Li and Al charge density "domains.
The matrix elements of the crystal potential
V(p(r)) within the Bloch basis 4„(k, r) are calculated here in direct space using the three-dimensional Diophantine integration scheme.
The
well-known difficulties associated with evaluating
the many-center Coulomb and exchange integrals
appearing in other real-space techniques2' are
completely avoided as are the problems involved
with the slowly convergent Fourier representation
of the all-electron wave functions and potential,
Conencountered in reciprocal-space techniques.
vergence to within 0.02 eV in the band eigenvalues
below &~+10 eV is obtained for ZOO and 550 points
per Al and Li sites, resyectively, and an additional 1500 points in the interatomic space (i.e. , a
total of 4000 points per unit cell). Note, however,
that due to the long range of the LDF Bloch functions, the convergence of the Hamiltonian and over-
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FIG. 2. Bloch function for the LiAl structure at I"
along the Li-Al bond direction. The single-site orbitals
are normalized to unity and R«denotes the nearestneighbor distance.
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FIG. 3. Convergence of the overlap matrix elements
bebveen the Bloch functions at I', as a function of the
number of sites included in the Bloch sums.

lap matrix elements with respect to the range of the
Bloch sums, is rather slow. Figure 3 shows the
dependence of the overlap matrix elements at the
zone center on the number of sites included in the
Bloch sums [here the individual basis orbitals
(r) are orthonormal at each site and consequentX
ly the Bloch functions 4„(k, r) are not normalized
to unity]. It is seen that these elements are stabilized to within I'//z of their converged value only
after some 130 atoms around the origin are included. In particular, substantial changes in these
overlap elements occur for clusters containing less
than 30 atoms around the origin site. Although it
is possible to accelerate this convergence rate by
our prefurther localizing the basis functions,
vious studies" have indicated that extreme care
has to be practiced when the stability of the band
structure (rather than the total energy) is used as
the only criteria for the orbital localization
scheme employed. In particular, we find" that
although the diamond band structure can be reproduced fairly accurately (-0.04 eV) over a relatively
wide energy range (valence plus first conduction
band) by using truncated orbitals, the bonding
mechanism and cohesive properties (that are sen-

'
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sitive to the details of the orbital tails) are altered
dramatically (e.g. , 30% reduction in cohesive energy}. We have hence avoided any localization
scheme other than that offered by the variation
of the single-site occupation (f „;)(that serves to
occasionally contract orbitals due to changes in the
orbital screening) which, in turn, is dictated by the
self-consistency requirement in the solid.
At this initial step in, the calculation one desires
to find a set of single-site occupation numbers and
net charges
„'„Q that when used to construct
both the basis Bloch functions and the superposition
potential would yield a variational density p„(r)
which minimizes the non-self-consistency deviation Ap(r) [Eq. (7)]. Such a procedure accounts for
effects involved in
those charge-redistribution
bonding in the solid that are amenable to description by predominantly intra-atomic single-site
orbital relaxation effects. Although such a minimization of b p(r) can be carried out directly
(e.g. , using a least-squares criteria""), it seems
advantageous to consider here some limiting cases
first. The diamond-type tetrahedral site coordination present in LiAl has led to the suggestion"
that the atoms involved in bonding would maintain
an effective sp' outer shell hybrid (e.g. , I.i
2s*2p'" and Al 3s'3P'"} characteristic of the IV-IV
and GI-V systems. Such an arrangement can be
realized in the ionic limit by transferring the Li 2s
electron into the Al 3p shell accompanied by an
s-P intra-atomic promotion in Al (x =0, y =1),
while in the neutral atom limit this is established
', y = —, [In the general
in the configuration x = —,
case where the fractional charges are + Q on I.i
and -Q on Al, the configuration would be
X=-,'(1 —Q) andy =-,'(3+Q).] Hence, it seems interesting to first try these limiting configurations.
Figure 4 shows the band structure along the I'-X
direction obtained with (a) the ground-state Li'
Is'2s'2P', Al'Is'2s'2P'3s*3P'3d' configuration; (b)
the neutral excited sP' configuration Q~, = Q„, =0,
'; and (c) the ionic sP' configuration
x =-,', y = —,
QL, =-QA, =1; x =0, y =1. The energies of some of
the high-symmetry points in the BZ and the principal gaps are given in Table I. It is seen that
the principle change in the band structure relative
to the neutral ground-state configuration is a rigid
downwards shift of the bottom of the bands of about
4.9 eV' in the excited sp' model and 2.8 eV in the
ionic model while the k-dependent shifts are almost
an order of magnitude smaller, the energy separations in the occupied bands are generally less sensitive than the corresponding valence to conduction

(f

j

'.

gaps

.

We find that the deviation from self-consistency
is about the same in all three limiting cases, the
excited neutral sP' configuration choice being only
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marginally better than the ionic sP' and the groundstate configuration (0.18% of the electrons are misplaced by the latter model). This suggests that the
choice of basis orbitals that "match" the choice of
the crystal potential (i.e., both are generated from
SC solutions to LDF single-site equations) has
exhausted the possible degree of self-consistency
that can be obtained within a superposition model.
(This is not suprising since the long range of the
Li 2s and 2P Bloch orbitals even in the groundstate configuration, cf. Fig. 2, can simulate Li to
TABLE I. Energy {in eV) of high-symmetry points in
the BZ as obtained by the three limiting superposition
models, relative to the corresponding vacuum levels.
Level

rf
I'25'
T fs
I'2 ~

1 25'
Xf
X4

Xf

L2,
Lf

Ground

-15.95

-6.49
-6.05
-4.52
-3.15

Ionic

Excited

SP

sp 3

-18.73

-20.81

-9.04
-8.61
-7.33
-5.56

-13.16
-10.10

-15.74
-12.74

-14.58
-12.58

-17.18
-15.16
-10.49

-6.74

L3

-8.02

Ll
Lf

-5.96

—6.44

-11.40

—10.97

-9.56

—7.18

-18 02
~

—15.10

—9.16

11.05
-1.9, 23

-8.94
-8.33

-12.67
-10.71
-10.53

17.15

Al charge transfer as mell as the s to P promotion,
soley by wave-function overlap rather than by actual exchange of point charges.
This, however,
does not imply that full self-consistency has been
reached by any of these starting configurations:
the significant changes in the one-electron energies
obtained in these three models (as much as 4.9 eV
in the position of the Fermi level relative to the
vacuum and 0.6 eV in the interband transition energies) suggests that relatively small changes in
the overall superposition density produce not only
sizable rigid shifts in the band structure but the
even smaller changes in the site anisotropies yield
non-negligible changes in the dispersion itself.
Clearly, these small changes in the residual n p(r)
cannot be satisfactorily anihilated by a superposition model.
Figure 5 shoms that difference in the crystal
densities p„,(r) obtained with the ground-state
configuration relative to the neutral-excited configuration p', (r}—p,",„(r}, as well as the difference
(r}—p,'„(r) between the ground and the excited
ionic configuration. In each case, the BZ integral
in Eq. (5) has been replaced by a weighted sum
over 24 k vectors" in the irreducible section of the
BZ, where the weights are chosen according to the
nearest-volume criteria for points mell under the
Fermi surface and according to the fraction of
occupied volume for points near the surface.
It
is seen that both excited configurations act to delete some charge density from the atomic "core"
regions and place it along the bonds, these changes
being less pronounced in the bond centers than in
the bond edges. Clearly, only minor s to P promotion seems to occur in the system relative to the
ground-state configuration and a previously speculated" genuine ionicity of the bond cannot be
inferred. A more complete search in the configuration space of
„„Q,) has similarly failed to
reveal any pronounced minima in the deviation

"}
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h p(P) d r
from self- consistency
To include in our treatment the full-site anisotropies exhibited by p„„(r},we have to go beyond
the optimized superposition model. This is conveniently done by Fourier analyzing hp(F) [Eq. (()]
and solving the associated Poisson equation in reSince the major charge-reciprocal space.
distribution effects are already exhibited by the
superposition density, hp(P) is a smooth function
and gives rise to a rapidly convergent Fourier representation.
The interelectronic Coulomb potential due to hp(P) is then given by
I
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"

hV(r)=g
K

—,

hp(K)e~",

~.

(6)

where the first 12 symmetrized plane waves K,)
are used. hV(P) is then added to Vsse+ V»c obtained in the last iteration in the superposition
model and to the modified exchange-correlation
potential V„[p, (r)+ hp(r)], to yield the updated
crystal potential. The calculation is repeated so
as to reduce the differences hp( F) be'tween successive iterations. As the end of the SC cycle (eight
iterations), the -mispl eed- charge
Ihp(r) Idr
is only 0.03% of the total umt cell charge and the
band eigenvalues are stabilized to within 0.03 eV.
This model avoides the partitioning of the crystal
density into contributions from atomic sites and
leads to a unique SC density.

0
K
4J
X
4J

-5.0

I

f

III. RESULTS

The self-consistent band structure of LiAl in the
exchange and correlation local density model is depicted in Fig. g vrhere standard labels of the facecentered-cubic BZ are used. The band structure
has been fitted to a set of 12 fcc symmetrized plane
waves using 24 calculated k points along the faces
of the irreducible section of the BE and an additional 30 k points inside the irreducible BZ. The fitted
bands were then used to compute the density of
states and Fermi energy (Fig. () using the analytic
tetrahedron scheme""~ (6656 microtetrahedra
were used). The energy separations between some
of the high-symmetry levels in the occupied and unoccupied bands are given ig Table II.
It is seen from Fig. 6 that LiAl is a semimetal
with a hole pocket around 1 and an electron pocket
along I'-X (close X). There is a striking similarity between the band structure of LiAl and that calsiliculated for the IV-IV systems: diamond,
and a-Sn. s'~0 The mdirect
germanium,
con,
X gaps38. 39 decrease from the value of 5.48
eV in diamond to 1.13 eV in Si, 0.96 eV in Ge;
our calculated value for LiAl is -0.18 eV. Similarly, the direct F», -I'» (E0} separation is (.3

""

W

f'

g

L

Q

FIG. 6. Self-consistent band structure of LiA1 in the
exchange and correlation model. Dots on the abscissa
indicate calculated points. Dashed lines indicate doubly
degenerate representations.
~ttice constant, 6.333 g
(beefs. 1 and 10).

"' '~ as

3.35 eV in Si, 3.19 eV

eV in diamond,

close to zero in o-Sn,

in Si, and

compared to our
calculated value of 0.47 eV in LiAl. Similar trends
are observed in the X~-X, (E,„) separation"'"
which is 12.2 eV in diamond, 4.4 eV in Si, 4.3 eV
in Ge, about 3.V eV in o-Sn, while in our calculation for LiAl yields 3.5 eV. It is noted, however,
that the differences between LDF band eigenvalues
of occupied and unoccupied states do not correspond
in general to the elementary excitations observed
spectroscopically and that self-energy corrections
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A. Band structure and density of states
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TABLE II. Energy separation {in eV) for various valence and conduction states in LiAl.
indicates the minimum point in the lowest r-g-X conduction band at {2x/g){0. 8, 0, 0).
Valence-conduction

r», —r,
L3.

Lg

X4- Xg

r»'

L3

have to be applied.

'''

1.83

~~-r»
Xg-X4

9.44
2.95

1 25. Xg
Xg-X4

r»

Lg-L3

2.04
4.61

0.47

1.49

In systems where some
spatial localization in the initial or final states
occurs, the self-interaction effects (i.e. , the residual of the noncancellation between Coulomb and
exchange-correlation self-interaction) as well as
relaxation and polarization effects can be significant.
The ordering of the two lowest conduction bands
at I; varies along this series: calculations for
diamond" and silicon"'" place the p-like F„state
lower than the s-like I', state (as is also the case
in LiA1), while. the order is reversed in Ge and
e-Sn.
Similarly, while in diamond"'4' and in
LiAl the two lowest conduction states at L are I.3
and I. their order appears to be reversed in'""
Si and
Ge. The width of the occupied portion of
the bands decrease from about 22 eV' in diamond"'"
to 15 eV in Si, 13 eV in Ge, whereas our calculated
value for LiAl is 9.4 eV. This tendency towards
metallization as one goes from diamond towards
LiAl parallels the increase in energy cost to provide an s to p promotion necessary to form an sp'
hybrid. 4' Furthermore, the covalent binding energy which is required to compensate for the valence
promotion energy decreases along this series. The
covalent-bond energy parameter~ which is related
to the interaction matrix element between nearestneighbor hybrid orbitals p =-(y, ~H ~y, }/
(1- (y, y, P), and provides a measure of the
strength of the covalent bond, decreases monotonically as one goes from diamond (P =6.1 eV) to
Si (p =2.2 eV), Ge (p =2.15 eV), and finally to
n-Sn (P=1.76 eV). The bond-orbital argument
for correlating P with the bond length44 places
I iAl in that series between Ge and n-Sn, but somewhat closer to the latter. Clearly, the simplified
arguments cannot be pursued in greater detail due
to the rather involved electronic structure differences in these compounds (e.g. , variation in
spin- orbit contributions and d- orbital hybridization); they do seem to provide, however, a qualitative understanding of the trends in the series and
to correlate with some detailed quantum-mechanical studies on the covalent bonding in these sys-
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In order to see whether the semimetallic ordering of the energy levels in LiAl is peculiar to the
situation where the bonds are "strained, we have
repeated the band-structure calculation varying
the lattice parameter a. Using a =12.48 a.u.
(which yields bond lengths like those in metallic
Li), a =13.26 a.u. (yielding bond lengths like in
metallic Al), and three additional equispaced
points in between, we find that the X, conduction
state and the minima along the 4 direction, is
lower than the I'», (but higher than the X4 state)
in the entire lattice-parameter range, yielding
a semimetallic character. The I'», -Xg energy
separation increases with increase of the lattice
p."rameter from 0.18 eV (at a =12.04 a.u. ) to 0.25
eV (for a =13.26 eV). We similarly find that when
the lattice constant is reduced from its equilibrium
zero-pressure value for I iA1 (12.04 a.u. ), the
I'», -X, gap is reduced but is not closed up until
a is smaller than 11.5 a.u. [Note that in a diamondstate is higher than the
type empty lattice the
X, state by (1/2m)(2v/a) and that the covalent interactions present in the actual crystal, act to reduct this gap. ] This suggests that LiAl would eventually become a semiconductor under pressure.
Interestingly, we find that the I'2, state interchanges its position with the F» state for lattice
parameters larger than 13 a.u. (the antibonding
s-type 1"„state has a negative pressure derivative
while the p-type 1 „state has a small positive
pressure derivative, similar to the situation found
in diamond" ) yielding the level order characteris-

"

I'„,

tic of Ge.
A preliminary non- self- consistent calculation
of the band structure of LiAl was previously performed by Switendick~' using the augmented-planewave (APW) method in the muffin-tin approximation. His results are in qualitative agreement with
ours: the X, conduction level lies some 0.5 eV
below the I'», level and the I', -I'„valence band
width is about 9.3 eV. Some differences seem to
occur in the conduction level ordering (L, and L,)
and similarly the lowest conduction band along b
appears to decrease monotonically away from I', in
contrast with our results in which a minimum is
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If the Fermi energy is placed between the
X, levels, as is the case in our calculation, the APW results would indicate electrons at X and holes at I', similar to the situation
found in the present calculation.
The density-of-states curve (Fig. 'l) is again
qualitatively similar to that of the IV-IV comThree main peaks are found in the valpounds.
ence bands: the lowest peak at 8.1 eV below a~
originating from an M, singularity at L„ then the
M2-type peak at 6.1 eV below e~ due to states near
L„and finally a split and broad peak due to states
along Z-8'-X in the third valence band between 2
and 4 eV. The density of states near the Fermi
level decreases very steeply due to the pronounced
slope of the bands below 1"»„and reaches a low
value of about 0.05 states/(eV atom} at cz. This is
about 20/o of the value calculated for metallic
and about 10% of the value obtained for
Al,
metallic Li.4"~ Due to the occurrence of a constant concentration of vacancies in LiAl even for
stoichiometric samples,
it is possible that the
Fermi level in real samples lies somewhat lower
in energy where the density of states is enhanced
considerably. The width of the occupied band in
LiAl (9.4 eV) is intermediate between that calculated for metallic Li (3.5 eV)"'" and metallic
Al (11.1 eV)" and similarly the Fermi-level position (relative to the vacuum) (6.5 eV) is close to
the average of the values obtained for Al (8.5 eV)4'
and Li (3.9 eV).
found.

1'»,

and the

"'"

"'"

""

"

B.

Knight shifts and susceptibilities

The measurements of the Knight shift of Schone
and Knight' have indicated almost zero shift (within
experimental accuracy) for Li' (reference compound LiCl) and a reduction of about 93% in the A12'
Knight shift relative to metallic Al. Due to the unavailability of accurate data on the paramagnetic
susceptibilities of LiAl and Al, only rough estimates can be made to understand the origin of this
dramatic lowering. The Knight shift K at site n
is proportional to the Pauli spin susceptibility X~
and the expectation value of the square of the
Fermi-level wave function at nucleus n. The
ratio between the A12' shift in LiAl and in metallic
Al, KL, /K„, (observed values 0.06+0.02)' is
given by the product of the susceptibility ratio
)(L,»/X„, and the contact s-charge densities ratio
Q'„,(0))L«, /QP„„(0)}„,at the Al sites, if exchangepolarization contributions of p and d electrons are
neglected
[Bennett. , Watson, and Carter" have
estimated the contribution of the core-polarization
effects for p electrons in metals and found them to
be small (and positive) for shells with principle
quantum numbers smaller or equal to 3.]
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Several estimates exist for the contact s density
in pure metals (obtained mainly from Knight-shift
and heat c-apacity data); expressed as a fraction of
the calculated atomic 3s density in isolated Al,
this value is about 0.25 in metallic Al. We have
calculated the contact s density at the Al site in
LiAl from the three bands which cross e~. Normalized to the atomic 3s contact density (obtained
from a SC solution to the LDF atomic equation),
this value is 0.08, i.e., some 30% of the value in the
pure metal (the correspondingly calculated value
for Li in LiAl is 0.002). Using the measured
Knight-shift ratio, this predicts a susceptibility
ratio of XL,»/X„, =0.2. Thus, the small observed
Knight shift appears to arise from the combined
effects of the redaction in Al s character and a decrease in susceptibility in going from the metal
to the LiAl compound. Using the experimental estimate for the susceptibility of metallic Al [-1.1
x 10 cgs mass units (Ref. 52)], one arrives at an
estimate of -0.2 x 10 cgs mass units for the Pauli
susceptibility in LiA1, a value close to the value
deduced by Yao' from measurements of the total
susceptibility in LiAl subject to diamagnetic core
corrections.
The ratio of the susceptibilities
it„«,/X»=0. 2 is similarly close to the ratio between the density of states at e~, D(az)„«, /
D(er)»-0. 23 [using D(er)„, =0.22 state/(eV atom)
from Ref. 46; similar results are given by Snow
and by Faulkner~8]. This reduction in spin susceptibility and density of states at e~, is consistent with the fact that contrary to the situation in
the pure metals, no conduction electron contribution to the T, relaxation time was detected in
magnetic resonance measurements in LiAl.
Electrical-resistivity measurements in LiAl
in the 77-300'K region" have indicated poor metallic conductivity (27 pQ cm for LiAl compared
with 9.3 p, Qcm and 2.7 p. Qcm for Li and Al, respectively, at 295 K} 5' The conductivity seems to
be predominantly electronic, since nuclear magnetic measurements on the Li diffusivity' indicate
low ionic conduction [-1(Qm) ' at 300'K]. The resistivity was nearly linear with temperature near
300 K but showed a pronounced increase in slope
at lower temperatures. It would seem difficult at
this stage to assess the possible significance of
electron-phonon versus semimetallic electronhole contributions to the resistivity before more
data is available on the low-temperature behavior
as well as on the nature of the residual resistivity
in this defect-rich material.
Studies on the Li concentration dependence of the
electrical resistivity have indicated that the roomtemperature resistivity rises sharply for excess
Li samples (from 21 pQ cm at 50% Li to 60 pQ cm
at 52% Li). Similar studies by Yao" on the mag-
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netic susceptibility as a function of Li concentration show an abrupt decrease in X from 50% to
52.5% Li. Nuclear-magnetic-resonance
experiments on the Li7 dipolar line narrowing with temperature' indicate that samples of 50% and 52% Li
contain a concentration of about 2.4% and 0.
vacancies, respectively, and that this concentration
is most temperature independent. Hence, it is possible that the stoichiometric LiA1 crystals possess
less than the nominal number of 32 electrons per
cell and hence have their Fermi energy considerably belovr the 1"», level, in the metallic region
(cf. Fig. 6). As the Li content increases to 52%%ua,
almost all the bands belovr our calculated Fermi
energy for the ideal crystal become occupied and
hence the Fermi-surface area (ahd to a lesser
degree the density of states at e~) decrease rather
abruptly in going tovrards the "semimetallic" region
of the bands. This lovrers the susceptibility and
increases the resistivity and appears to be consistent with the fact that both the resistivity' and
the susceptibility" are much 1ess sensitive to Li
concentration in 48%-50%%uo region ( e.g. , a change
in resistivity from 18 to 21 pQ cm). According
to our model, this leaves the system still in a
metallic region where only changes in the nature
of the scattering centers (i.e., Li vacancies) govern
the transport properties.
Preliminary measurements of the differential
resistivity of LiAl in the 80-150'K region, have
Their measurebeen reported by Cristea et a/.
ments (carried out on Li-deficient samples) indicate, that upon cooling, a sharp rise of the temperature derivative of the resistivity occurs around
105'K, followed by a decay at lovrer temperatures.
This peak in the differential resistivity seems to
decrease in amplitude and shift to lower temperatures vrhen the Li content of the sample increases.
studies
Although some detailed electron-diffraction
are needed to establish vrhether a structural change
accompanies the discontinuity in the differential
resistivity, it is interesting to speculate on its
possible origin. We note that a very similar behavior of the differential resistivity with temperature and doping occurs in some of the metal dichalcogenides (e.g. , TiSe, where it was identified
with a superlattice transition of the variety of
charge-density wave instabilities, presumably
inducedby coupling of electrons and holes that
exist in the semimetallic pockets around L and F,
respectively (separated by a zone-boundary wave
vector). Thus, it seems possible that a Fermisurface nesting or volume effect (induced by two
parallel bands crossing c» such as that evident
for the I'-X bands in Fig. 6) together with the corresponding electron-phonon matrix element would
couple the electron-hole pockets in LiAl and intro3%%uo
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duce a gap opening (viz. , increase in resistivity}
and a structural change.
C. Charge density and bonding

The bonding mechanism in LiAl has been the
subject of speculation ~, s0, 56 The tetrahedral site
symmetry of its constituent atoms has led HuckeP'
and ZintP to suggest an sP' bonding in vrhich a Li
atom transfers its valence electron to the Al atom
to yield an Li'Al structure where the Al have four
valence electrons just as carbon and silicon.
Hovrever, application of Pauling's bond-numberwhich holds remarkably well
bond-length relation,
for all sP' bonded compounds, leads to bond lengths
in LiAl that are about 6% too short Sim. ilarly,
local-density total energy calculations for the Li',
Li', Al and Al isolated species indicate that about
V-9 eV (depending on the various assumptions
used for the exchange and correlation potential)
are needed to generate the required valence hybrids for each LiAl pair. This leaves a large
energy barrier to be compensated by the crystal
cohesion (cf. the net cohesion of the pure metals
is 1.63 and 3.39 eP/atom for Li and Al, respec-

"

tively")

.

Qur band calculation indicates that LiAl would
have been a narrow gap semiconductor if it were
not for the smaQ overlap of the Fys &y Xy conductionband with the highest valence I'», -4,-X4 region (there are eight valence electrons in two formula units of LiAl, vrhich in a diamond-type band
structure wouM occupy the bands up to the X'»,
level, leaving a finite I"2„-I'„direct gap and a
I'». -A„ indirect gap). This incipient semiconductor character suggests only small metallic
binding in the system.
Figure 8 shows the charge-density differences
betvreen the self- consistent variational crystal
density p, ~('F) and the superposition density of
ground-state neutral Li and Al atoms, along the
nearest-neighbor Al-A1, Li-Li, and Li-Al bonds.
The small magnitude of these charge-density differences indicate relatively minor rearrangements in the solid (e.g. , compare with the difference of 0.096 e/a. u.3 obtained by Dawson" at the
bond center of diamond, using the measured x-ray
density in the solid and a superposition of atomic
Hartree-Fock carbon densities). The Li-Al bond
appears to have an asymmetxic build up of charge
vrith greater accumulation tovrards the Al site, indicating a covalent character with a somewhat
larger ionicity towards the Al site. Some charge
density is deleted from the bond-edge regions (and
from the antibond regions, where the superposition
model shows only a low and shallow density) and
localized on the atomic sites, with a substantially
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FIG. 8. Charge-density
difference between the
final self-consistent p ~P)
and a superposition of neutral ground-state Li and Al
densities, along the nearest neighbor Al-Al, Li-Li,
and Li-Al bonds. The
dashed vertical lines indicate bond centers while the
full dots denote the atomic
positions. The distance
between each pair of atoms
1s R~~ = 4W3Q
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where the penetration of
in our study of diamond,
charge into the core regions has accounted for a
large part of the cohesion of the solid. Thus, the
Li-Al bond appears to have a weak covalent character with greater ionic polarization towards the
Al site. The Li-Li contacts have significantly
lower' charge density in the bond region relative
to the superposition limit, and are essentially nonbonding. The Al-Al bond appears to have simple
metallic character, showing a flat buildup of charge
in most of the bond region, together with some
charge contraction in the core regions.
In order to gain some insight into the nature of
orbital hybridization in the system, we have decomposed the band-by-band charge density into
single-site orbital components. Since there is no
unique way of partitioning the three-dimensional
crystal density into site components, an arbitrary
scheme has to be chosen. We prefer the Lowdin
in which one first transpopulation analysis,
forms the Bloch basis set 4„(k, r) into an orthogonal (Wannier-type) basis and then identifies the
square of the transformed crystal wave-function
expansion coefficients q (k, j) = I
&(k) I' with
the contribution of the j k, j) state to the pth orbital
charge on site n. Summing on all occupied bands
below the Fermi energy, one obtains the contribution Q„(k) at point k in the BZ of the pth orbital
charge on site o, The sum of Q„(k) on all orbital
indices p, followed by a BZ integral, yields the
total electronic charge Q on site o due to all band
states below the Fermi energy. From this, o
=Q —Z then provides a measure of the net ionic
charge on site n. Note that contrary to other prescriptions used in muffin-tin studies, no artificial
partitioning of space is done here, and similarly,

"'"
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larger localization on the Al site than on the Li
site. Similar trends have been observed previously

"

0

any shape approximation to p, (r) is avoided.
Further, indistinction from the Mulliken charge
the bond charge [e.g. , cross terms like
analysis,
C„,~(k)C„~&(k)] is not partitioned equally between
the bonded atoms. One notes, however, that due
to the pronounced overlap between the original
Bloch basis functions, our transformed Wannierlike functions might possess rather long tails.
Figures 9- 3. 1 show the dispersion of the orbital
charges q„(k, j) for the first four occupied valence bands =I (W, -L, -I', -X,), =2 (W, -l, ,-i'25, —
X,), and =3, 4 (Wm-f, „-l'».-X4). The lowest valence band (Fig. 9) appears to be of predominantly
s character with some buildup of P character towards the hexagonal face at I. and the square face
at X, similar to the situation in the conduction band
of metallic Li (pure Li in a diamond structure
would presumably have its Fermi energy at the

"

j

.

j

j

edge of this band). Strong hybridization of Al and
Li states occurs throughout the entire zone. Figure 12 shows the square of the crystal wave func-
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IV. SUMMARY
A fully self-consistent band study on the 832
LiAl structure carried out in the local density formalism indicates that the material is semimetallic
due to the overlap of the lowest antibonding P-type
band with the upper bonding band along the I'-X
direption. The band structure is quglitatively similar to that characteristic of the covalent IV-DI'
semiconductors where the systematic decrease in
the direct I'„,-I'„and indirect I"„,-X, gapa along
the series shows up in X,iA1 in a very small direct
gap at I' with a negative indirect I'-X gap. The
lowest part of the occupied bands in LiAl shows
strong Al 3s-Li 2s hybridization, while the s
character decreases as one approaches the Fermi
energy and finally a predominantly Al 3P-Li 2P
hybrid prevails in the upper portion of the bands.
This is consistent with the dramatic reduction in
both Li' and Ala' Knight shifts relative to the pure
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metals. The density of states at the Fermi level
appears to be significantly reduced relative to the
pure metals and causes a substantial lowering in
the paramagnetic susceptibility. The abrupt decrease in resistivity and decrease in susceptibility
as one goes from stoichiometric crystal to a Lirich crystal is tentatively assigned to the change
in position of the Fermi level from the metallic
region of the bands in the vacancy-rich stoichiometric crystals to the semimetallic region in the
electronically compensated region (Li-rich) characterized by a small Fermi-surface area. The bonding
in the material appears to be a composite of a covalent ionic character in the Li-Al bonds and a
metallic character to the Al-Al bonds, while the
Li-Li contacts are essentially nonbonding. No indication to a Li'Al ionic structure is found; the
dominating charge redistribution effects being s
to P promotion on both the Li and Al sites with a
strong overlap of the Li 2s, 2P states with the Al
sites simulating an ionic-like charge transfer.
Further experiments on the x-ray photoemission
spectra, optical transition in the 1-10-eV' region
as well as low-temperature resistivity and heatcapacity measurement, would be essential to further understand the electronic structure of these
materials. The apparent instability that was observed in the differential resistivity measurement
around 105 K clearly calls for more experimental
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